Computer-generated hologram based on ray-sampling plane method was newly applied to the projection-type holographic display that consists of the holographic projection and the holographic optical element screen. In the proposed method, geometric deformation characteristic of the holographic image via the display system was mathematically derived and canceled out by the coordinate transformation of ray-sampling condition to avoid the image distortion. In the experiment, holographic image reconstruction with the arbitral depth expression without image distortion could be optically demonstrated.
Introduction
Holography is a technique that has a potential to reproduce all the depth cues for three-dimensional (3D) perception of human vision. Thanks to the recent developments of the high-speed computing and the industry of high-resolution spatial light modulators (SLMs), many research groups are addressing the development of electronic-holography technology [1] - [8] . However, as long as SLMs having severe limitation of spatio-temporal resolution are used in hologram reconstruction, we still face the inherent trade-off between the display size and the maximum diffraction angle of the controllable light. This trade-off between the display size and the diffraction angle has been well formulated, as the theory of the space-bandwidth product [9] . Totally, it is difficult to realize practical display design of electronicholography by using current SLMs.
Recently we have proposed a projection-type holographic display in which a holographic image reproduced by electronic-holography system is largely projected on an HOE screen [10] . On this HOE screen, a concavemirror function was implemented as a reflection-type volume hologram by wavefront printing technique [11] - [14] to concentrate the projected light to a target observation point. Therefore, the observer can see the enlarged holographic image with a large visual angle via the transparent HOE screen. Note that this technique does not increase the space-bandwidth product, namely the observable area is still highly limited by the maximum diffraction angle of the holographic image on the HOE screen. However, by the combination of any viewing angle expansion technique of holographic image [15] , [16] or the multiple holographic projection from different incident directions to the HOE screen, this system will be able to extend the observable area to be used some practical applications of holographic 3D displays, such as in-car head-up displays, smart-glasses and head-mounted displays; they will permit the design of displays with a narrow observable area. For designing of holographic display systems, how to calculate hologram data: computer-generated holograms (CGHs), striking a balance between the calculation cost and the image quality is also important topic. In Ref. [10] , holographic stereogram (HS)-based approach was applied to reproduce two objects set at the different depths from the HOE screen. Since HS-based approach is following a principle of light field theory [17] , matured computer-graphics (CG) techniques, such as shading, lighting, occlusion culling and texture mapping, can be directly reflected on the reproduced holographic image. However, due to a ray sampling and a diffraction effect of reconstructed rays, image resolution must be decreased in the proportion of distance from a display [18] - [21] . This causes a limitation of depth range of reproduced 3D image retaining the image resolution, although deep/wide depth expression of 3D image reconstruction is one important advantage of holography compared with other 3D display technologies. As a result, in Ref. [10] , the optical reconstruction with only a few centimeters of depth expression was demonstrated. On the other hand, point/polygonbased approaches [22] , [23] have a potential to reproduce 3D image with much wider depth range by reason of strict wave propagation calculation from light sources to a hologram plane considering with diffraction effect, while a calculation cost is increased in proportion to a number of light sources.
Ray-sampling (RS) plane method is a hybrid approach of HS-based and point/polygon-based approaches [24] . In RS plane method, dense rays are once sampled in the same manner as HS-based approach but not on a display plane, on a virtual "RS plane" close to a target object in 3D space. Ray information is then converted into a wavefront on the basis of angular spectrum theory [25] at each ray sampling point, then wave propagation from RS plane to a hologram plane is calculated to simulate the object light. Even RS plane behaves as virtual HS display plane, the image degradation can be much suppressed compared with HS-based method because ray sampling is executed close to a target object and diffraction effect is considered by wave propagation Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers calculation.
In our previous work, RS plane method was not supposed any wavefront deformation in display system, such as rescale by projection lens and convergence by concave mirror used in our projection-type holographic display. Therefore, the holographic image will get distortion in the optical reconstruction if CGH is calculated by an original RS plane method. However, several practical application fields listed above must require this kind of deformation in the display system to achieve large image size retaining spacesaving display design. Hence, in this paper, the refined RS plane method is newly proposed for our projection-type holographic display. In the proposed method, geometric deformation due to the combination of projection lens and the HOE screen with concave-mirror function was mathematically derived. Then the coordinate of the RS plane and direction of ray sampling were transformed to cancel out the image distortion. In the experiment, it was confirmed that the proposed method can reproduce several target objects set at the different depths correctly retaining the image resolution, while a conventional HS-based method suffers the image degradation in proportion to the depth of the target object. Figure 1 shows an optical setup of the projection-type holographic display in this paper [10] . This system consists of a digital holographic projector and an HOE screen. CGH is displayed on 8K (7,680 × 4,320 pixels) liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS)-SLM. A reconstructed hologram image in which a direct light and a conjugate image are eliminated by single-side band filter, is formed around the original hologram plane [see Fig. 1 ]. An original hologram image is then largely projected through a projection lens at a reflection-type HOE screen. This HOE screen was fabricated by wavefront printing technique [14] and behaves as concave mirror to concentrate a projected light to a target observation point. Therefore, an enlarged holographic image is able to be observed with a large visual angle from a target observation point. Here after, the origin of coordinates is defined at the center of projection lens, and the optical axis passes in the direction from the center of SLM to the HOE screen [See Fig. 1] . Because of the enlargement of a holographic image, the maximum diffraction angle θ screen at HOE screen is written as
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where λ is wavelength, p SLM is pixel period, and M PL is magnification ratio by projection lens. To be precise, Eq. (1) is not strictly accurate and θ screen will slightly vary in the HOE screen depending on the incident angle of the projected light, but it is ignored in this paper for simplification. Moreover, θ screen will become half actually for vertical direction after passing through a single-side band filter with half-zone plate processing. Around a target observation point, a hologram image is observable from the eye-box where the all diffracted light from HOE screen are overlapping for axial and lateral directions [See gray color painted region in Fig. 2] . A size of eye-box for lateral direction W EB is approximately derived as
where D EB is a distance between a center of HOE screen and a target observation point.
Geometric Deformation Characteristic of Proposed Display System
A straightforward way to calculate CGH for the display discussed in 2.1 is to simulate overall light propagation and deformation from SLM to a target observation point based on wave optics; however, it might take calculation time/cost. In this paper, we geometrically analyze the deformation of the holographic image by the display system. Figure 3 is the detail expression of the display system shown in Fig. 1 . The transformation between two spaces, (i) "the SLM space", where the original hologram is displayed and (ii) "the HOE screen space", where the final reconstruction is observed, is mathematically derived. Now, the focal length of concave-mirror function implemented on the HOE screen is written as Fig. 2 A relationship between a maximum diffraction angle θ screen and an eye-box size W EB . 
where 
A point P = (X P , Y P , Z P ), virtually set in the hologram calculation to be reconstructed in the SLM space, forms a real image Q = (X Q , Y Q , Z Q ) in the HOE screen space through a projection lens on the basis of lens formula as
where M PQ = Z Q /Z P is lateral magnification ratio between points P and Q. Then a real image Q forms a virtual image R = (X R , Y R , Z R ) via concave-mirror function implemented on the HOE screen based on mirror formula as follows
where D Q = Z CM − Z Q , is the distance between the HOE screen and the point Q, D R = Z R − Z CM is the distance between the HOE screen and the point R, and M QR = D R /D Q is lateral magnification ratio between points Q and R. For simplification, note that Z P is supposed to satisfy the following condition to form a point R as a "virtual image" behind the HOE screen and not a real image in front of the HOE screen to the observers.
Therefore, if a point P is reproduced as a holographic image in the SLM space, the observer will see a virtual image R over the HOE screen via overall display system. Figure 4 shows relationships of distances D P versus magnification ratios of overall display system for axial direction
Due to above analysis, it is clear that the display system nonlinearly deforms the original hologram image in the SLM space to the final hologram image in the HOE screen space for both directions.
Refined RS-Plane Method for Projection-Type Holographic Display
In the proposed method, a target object is firstly set in the HOE screen space, then RS plane "RSP R " is set close to a target object as shown in Fig. 5 . On the RSP R , dense rays directed to the eye-box area around the target observation point are sampled. Then the coordinate of RS plane "RSP P " that is a conjugate of RSP R located in the SLM space, is calculated based on the equations described in 2.2. On the RSP P , dense rays of RSP R is converted into a wavefront, and this wavefront is then propagated to SLM plane numerically in the same manner of the original RS plane method, finally, CGH can be generated. In the optical reconstruction, once CGH is displayed on SLM, RSP P will be reproduced. Then, via the projection lens and HOE screen, RSP R is formed as a virtual image of RSP P with dense rays of a target object without distortion to be observed from a target observation point.
The coordinates transformation from a center of RSP R at (X R , Y R , Z R ) to RSP P at (X P , Y P , Z P ) are derived from Eqs. (5)- (10) as
where D R , M PR , M QR are same definitions in 2.2. Also ray sampling periods g P and g R , on RSP P and RSP R keep the following relationship as
According to (12) , it is clear that RSP P forms a plane in parallel to SLM plane and a propagation between them can be calculated by 2D fast calculation algorithm based on FFT in the same manner as original RS plane method. In this paper, shifted Fresnel diffraction algorithm [26] was adopted for the propagation calculation. Then, a real part of complex wave-field propagated from RSPP is calculated to encode the interference pattern as CGH to be displayed on SLM.
In the original RS plane method, ray information passing through a ray sampling point on RS plane is corresponding to a view image from given ray sampling point with setting of optical axis of camera in parallel to a normal direction of RS plane. Field of view (FOV) of each camera is set at a maximum diffraction angle of wavefront propagation calculation independently of propagation distance. On the other hand, in the proposed method, the optical axis of camera on RSP R must be directed to a target observation point from each ray sampling point as shown in Fig. 5 . The required FOV of camera is also varied depending on the coordinate of RSP R . If a center of RSP R is at (X R , Y R , Z R ), camera's FOV θ FOV is approximately derived as
Ray information of RSP R obtained as a set of view images, is then converted into a wavefront of RSP P by FFT of each image and tiling them on RSP P . The resultant wavefront of RSP P is propagated to SLM plane numerically, and finally CGH can be generated.
Experiments and Results
To confirm that the proposed method described in 2.3 is able to reproduce a holographic 3D image without any distortions especially for the longitudinal direction, the optical reconstructions of several target objects set at different depths were demonstrated. Main parameters of holographic projection part are listed in Table 1 . Target objects were the plane characters of each depth value D R set at 0mm, 100mm, 500mm and 1,000mm with grid of background image at same depths. For simple calculation condition, sampling resolutions of wavefront at RSP P and RSP R were fixed at the same resolution of SLM (7,680×4,320). 240×135 virtual cameras were uniformly arranged at camera period g R on each RSP R , and a set of view images at 32 × 32 pixels were rendered as ray information by rendering software [27] . Y CM was derived as 68.8 mm by Eq. (4) and X, Y coordinates of each RSP R were inversely calculated with precondition of coordinates of RSP P as X P = 0 and Y P = 0, i.e. a center of each RSP P was set at optical axis. Each coordinate of RSP P and RSP R of four target objects were derived by Eqs. (12)- (14) as listed in Table 2 with each lateral magnification ratio M PR . Figure 6 shows the optical setup of the HOE screen space with the camera set at a target observation point. Figure 7 shows the optical reconstruction results of Table 1 Main parameters of Projection-type holographic display. Table 2 Coordinates of RSP P and RSP R . each target object. The camera focused on the real seals put at each distance. It is clear that each object was correctly reproduced at designed depth without longitudinal distortion retaining the image resolution. Then two sphere objects were reproduced at the same time by the proposed method and the conventional HS-based method demonstrated in Ref. [10] . In the case of the plural target objects, layered RS plane method [28] can be directly applied for the proposed method, namely RSP R and RSP P were separately defined to each object and the wavefronts propagated from each RSP P were added on the SLM plane to generate one CGH. The distances of centers of each sphere object were set at 130 mm and 1,060 mm away from the HOE screen. The distances D R of two RSP R s were set at 100 mm and 1,000 mm, respectively. CGH of HS- based method can be calculated as setting RSP R at the HOE screen, i.e. D R = 0 mm of RSP R , and after all calculations, such as ray sampling by camera and the conversion from ray information into the wavefront were executed on the HOE screen. Figure 8 shows the results of optical reconstruction. Figure 8 (a)-(d) were the HS-based method and (e)-(h) were the proposed method. By these experiments we can confirm that the arbitral depth expression consisting of plural objects can be reproduced by the proposed RS plane method, while conventional HS-based method is suffering to retain the image resolution for the distant object from the HOE screen.
Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, the refined RS plane method designed for the projection-type holographic display was proposed. A geometric deformation characteristic from the SLM space to the HOE screen space, via the projection lens and the concavemirror function implemented on HOE screen, was mathematically derived. To avoid the distortion of the final holographic image, the coordinates of RS plane and the direction of ray sampling were corrected to cancel out the deformation characteristic. The proposed method would be suitable not only for our projection-type holographic display but also for a variety of other holographic 3D display systems that compose any deformation functions, such as rescale, convergence and divergence by using concave/convex lens and mirror. Moreover, the coordinate transformation described in 2.2 can be used for also the point/polygon-based approaches to reproduce the distortion-free holographic image for our projection-type holographic display.
In Fig. 8 , there were small differences of the blurring performance between in-focus and out of focus area. This was caused by small θ FOV of the cameras at RSP R due to the spatio-temporal resolution limitation of SLM. However, by developing the expansion technique of eye-box size mentioned in introduction, the blurring behavior can become more natural to the observer.
A diffraction angle θ screen was assumed same throughout the HOE screen as defined in Sect. 2. In fact, the significant influence of this assumption was not observed in the optical experiment. The theoretical analysis of the influence of this assumption to the image quality will be handled in the future work.
In this paper, RSP R with the final holographic image was supposed to be formed behind the HOE screen as virtual image by satisfying Eq. (11) . By setting the out of this condition, i.e. Z SLM < Z P , RSP R and the holographic image can be reproduced in front of the HOE screen as a floating real image close to the observer. Namely, the position of the holographic image for axial direction is not limited in both sides of the HOE screen while the image size is limited inside of the HOE screen space depicted in Fig. 3 . On the other hand, note that the size of display window, i.e. the size of the projected SLM, is not exactly limited, but has the trade-off relationship with eye-box size related by Eqs. (1) and (2) under the condition that the spatio-temporal resolution of SLM is fixed.
In the future work, the optimization of ray sampling parameters, such as spatial and angular sampling periods, will be handled to improve the image quality for supposed observing condition. Moreover, the development of full-color display system, and the expansion of the observable area by multiple-projection or the optical scanning of holographic projection will be also handled.
